
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

WHAT IS COMMON RAILCommon rail refers to a small accumulation tank called Rail where the pressure 
of the fuel remains almost constant and always available in order to supply the 
electronic injectors and therefore for an optimum injection. The protection of the 
environment, the need to reduce the consumption of fuel and to make the diesel 
engines more silent and better performing are the key factors that determined the 
study and development of the common rail system. The first vehicles with 
Common Rail installation were introd

SYSTEM FUNCTION A pump inhales the fuel from the tank 
continuously sends the quantity of requested fuel towards a second pump "HIGH 
PRESSURE PUMP" by making it pass
from any impurity which would cause a premature wear of its components. The 
high-pressure pump compresses the fuel at a pressure of 1350 bar and transfers it 
through a connection pipe to the high
develops the function of mitigating the pressure oscillations caused by the opening 
and closing of the injectors and by the continuous discharges of the pump. The fuel 
is then transferred from the Rail through some connectio
injectors, which - instructed by an electromagnetic valve 
of fuel directly into the combustion chamber of the engine.
 
The fuel in excess, required for the opening of the nozzles, is sent back to the tan
along with the leakages of fuel coming from the pressure regulation valve and from 
the high pressure pump itself. In this type of system, the quantity of injection is 
being established by the driver through the accelerator pedal while the initial stage 
and the pressure of injection are calculated and controlled by the electronic control 
unit "EDC". Through the accelerator pedal’s sensor, the electronic control unit 
registers the driver’s intention while, thanks to other sensors, it registers the 
exercising conditions of the engine and vehicle and 
acquired – it carries out the intervention for the engine regulation.
 
 
 

WHAT IS COMMON RAIL Common rail refers to a small accumulation tank called Rail where the pressure 
of the fuel remains almost constant and always available in order to supply the 
electronic injectors and therefore for an optimum injection. The protection of the 

he need to reduce the consumption of fuel and to make the diesel 
engines more silent and better performing are the key factors that determined the 
study and development of the common rail system. The first vehicles with 
Common Rail installation were introduced into the market in 1997.  

A pump inhales the fuel from the tank –"ELECTRONIC PUMP"- and 
continuously sends the quantity of requested fuel towards a second pump "HIGH 
PRESSURE PUMP" by making it pass first through the fuel filter that purifies it 
from any impurity which would cause a premature wear of its components. The 
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ELECTRONIC PUMP TANKThe main trigger pump of fuel is situated in the tank inside a sump containing a
filter with and a sensor for the level of fuel. It is a volumetrically type with a 
roller impeller and its function is to fill up the circuit and to supply the high
pressure pump. It has two valves: a non
emptying of the circuit and a safety one which limits the pressure to a maximum 
value of 5 bar in case of obstruction of the diesel circuit. The electronic pump is 
feeded at 12V from the special relay, which is instructed 
EDC control unit. It gua
pressure of about 0.5 bar.
 

HIGH PRESSURE MECHANICAL PUMPThe high-pressure pump is used for compressing the fuel at high pressure and 
sending it at pressurized stage towards the 
 
The high pressure is obtained from the action of three small pistons being 
arranged in radial position "radialjet" at an angular distance of 120° and thanks 
to their action; they generate a pressure from a minimum of 150 bar to 1350 bar 
and even more among the pumps of latest generation.
 
 
The pump is dragged by the engine through the toothed distribution belt at about 
half speed. The pump does not require the phasing since the instant and time of 
injection are being entrusted to the control unit, w
the injectors. The alterning movement of the three small pistons is assured by a 
triangular cam connected to the pump’s shaft and every pumping group is 
characterized by a suction valve and by a discharging one, the first having
shape and the second a spherical one.
 

ELECTRONIC PUMP TANK The main trigger pump of fuel is situated in the tank inside a sump containing a
filter with and a sensor for the level of fuel. It is a volumetrically type with a 
roller impeller and its function is to fill up the circuit and to supply the high
pressure pump. It has two valves: a non-return one in order to prevent the 

circuit and a safety one which limits the pressure to a maximum 
value of 5 bar in case of obstruction of the diesel circuit. The electronic pump is 
feeded at 12V from the special relay, which is instructed – at its turn 
EDC control unit. It guarantees a minimum flow of 0.5 litres/minute and with lot 
pressure of about 0.5 bar. 

HIGH PRESSURE MECHANICAL PUMP pressure pump is used for compressing the fuel at high pressure and 
sending it at pressurized stage towards the rail.  
The high pressure is obtained from the action of three small pistons being 
arranged in radial position "radialjet" at an angular distance of 120° and thanks 
to their action; they generate a pressure from a minimum of 150 bar to 1350 bar 

re among the pumps of latest generation. 

The pump is dragged by the engine through the toothed distribution belt at about 
half speed. The pump does not require the phasing since the instant and time of 
injection are being entrusted to the control unit, which manages the opening of 
the injectors. The alterning movement of the three small pistons is assured by a 
triangular cam connected to the pump’s shaft and every pumping group is 
characterized by a suction valve and by a discharging one, the first having
shape and the second a spherical one. 
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PRESSURE REGULATOR (DVR)The regulating valves for the pressure is
pump or Rail and has the function to regulate and maintain the pressure in the Rail 
according to the loading condition of the engine. In case the pressure is too high, 
the valve will open in order to make part of the
in case of too much low pressure in the Rail, the valve will close itself separating 
in this way the high pressure side from the low pressure one.
 
It deals with a solenoid electronic valve instructed electronically by
(EDC). The control unit instructs the valve only after it elaborates the signals 
coming from the various sensors connected to the peripheral system of the engine: 
engine speed, load, mass of extracted air, air pressure, engine temperature
temperature. The variation of pressure is carried out by regulating the flow of fuel 
going back to the tank.
 

RAIL – HIGH PRESSURE ACCUMULATORThis tank develops the function of accumulating the fuel at high pressure, 
mitigating the pressure oscillations caused by the opening and closing of the 
injectors and by the constant discharges of the pump.
 
The pressure remains almost constant in the rail even in case there is an injection 
of a remarkable quantity of fuel. On 
valve, a rail pressure sensor, a valve regulating and limiting the pressure.

 

PRESSURE REGULATOR (DVR) The regulating valves for the pressure is fixed on the body of the high pressure 
pump or Rail and has the function to regulate and maintain the pressure in the Rail 
according to the loading condition of the engine. In case the pressure is too high, 
the valve will open in order to make part of the fuel flow from the Rail to the tank; 
in case of too much low pressure in the Rail, the valve will close itself separating 
in this way the high pressure side from the low pressure one. 
It deals with a solenoid electronic valve instructed electronically by
(EDC). The control unit instructs the valve only after it elaborates the signals 
coming from the various sensors connected to the peripheral system of the engine: 
engine speed, load, mass of extracted air, air pressure, engine temperature
temperature. The variation of pressure is carried out by regulating the flow of fuel 
going back to the tank. 

HIGH PRESSURE ACCUMULATOR This tank develops the function of accumulating the fuel at high pressure, 
mitigating the pressure oscillations caused by the opening and closing of the 
injectors and by the constant discharges of the pump.   
The pressure remains almost constant in the rail even in case there is an injection 
of a remarkable quantity of fuel. On the rail it is possible to fit a capacity limit 
valve, a rail pressure sensor, a valve regulating and limiting the pressure.
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